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COLORADOâ€™S HOT SPRINGS is an entertaining, comprehensive guide to the state's sweet

soaking sites and their histories. The photographs capture each spring's unique character and

beauty. Each chapter blends descriptions of the warm water wonders with stories about the unique

characters, events, and ancient use by Native Americans. The springs are Colorado's warm water

ocean and Debbie visited each one, twice. One visit was announced and the other was an

unannounced, anonymous visit to truth-test information and chat anonymously with visitors about

their observations. This all new, up-to-date guide profiles forty-four hot springs, providing

descriptions, contact information, directions, maps, photographs, and historical notes.
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This is an excellent guidebook to the hot springs that are absolute gems of Colorado. My state has

hot springs all over its mountains, and this book explains how to find them, and provides details that

help you decide which ones are for you. There are lovely, quiet resorts with beautiful mountain

views, like Avalanche Ranch. And there are wild pools at the end of a trail like Radium hot springs,

where crazy teens leap off the adjacent cliffs into the chilly Colorado River not too far from Vail, and

Conundrum hot springs, among the gorgeous peaks of Aspen. Coloradans and tourists could spend

a lifetime exploring them. This book solves my problem of what to give for a Christmas present to

many friends who live in the state, or visit to hike or ski.



This user-friendly guide to 44 Colorado hot springs is an entertaining read and a great gift for

anyone seeking a vacation off the beaten path. Readers of â€œColoradoâ€™s Hot Springsâ€• will

discover thereâ€™s a hot springs for just about every tasteâ€”from the expansive, luxurious Mount

Princeton, which draws soakers from around the world with its numerous natural pools, spa, dining

rooms, 30 log cabins and hotel rooms, to the free, primitive riverside pools of Penny Hot Springs

south of Carbondale, which draw a more laid-back crowd. For the more adventurous, the choices

are even greater. Author Deb Frazier, a veteran outdoor writer with deep roots in Colorado, shares

her insiderâ€™s knowledge of the springsâ€™ personalities, their quirks and their fascinating,

centuries-old histories.

I love hot springs. I have attempted to visit as many as possible in Colorado. I have a guide that is

about 15 years old and decided I needed to update. The information is set up in clear user friendly

way. The descriptions are easy to read and accurate.

I got my autographed copy at a book signing after recently introducing myself to the awe of hot

springs in CO. The guide includes much appreciated, honest history as to the origins of the hot

springs and "ownership" from the Native Americans long ago. Also decent coaching throughout for

the average reader on keeping natural sites pristine. Excellent guide with just enough detail - but not

so much as to ruin the adventure of exploring for oneself - complete with several good maps.

Thanks Deborah!

Good Overview of Colorado's many hot springs for the average soaker. Reviews were thorough and

in my experience accurate. I would recommend this book for anyone interested in Hot Springs or to

anyone considering a visit to Colorado.

This is a book you have to buy in pairs! One copy you can keep with your other essential Colorado

guides on your bookshelf at home and the second can go in the glove compartment of your car so

you can find refreshing, relaxing stops whenever you're traveling around our beautiful state. Who

knew there were so many hot springs in Colorado - and so varied! Even for a long-time Colorado

resident like me, this book was an eye-opener.

A well researched & up to date edition of one of our favorite books. M/s Frazier includes interesting

details on each of the hot springs, including many great photographs, including the cute lady on the



cover! I recommend this book to Coloradans & out of state visitors alike.
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